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1. Agenda 
  
 
Sunday, 14 November 2021  
 
16.00–16.30  Gathering with Coffee in The Chedi in Andermatt  
16.30-18.00  
18.30-19.00  
19.00-22.00  
  
 22.00  
  

Welcome, Introduction and Context Setting  
Walk or shuttle to the Swiss House   
Bridging the Silos dinner together with all our Start-
ups, Investors, Next Generation Leaders and Young Talents   
Walk or transfer back to the Chedi  
 
  

Monday, 15 November 2021  
 
09.00-10.30  
11.00-11.30  
11.30-13.30  
13.30-14.30  
15.00-15.30  
16.00-19.30  
20.00-22.00  
22.00-23.00  

Think Tank discussions  
Coffee Break  
Wrap-up, next steps and closing of the WTFL Think Tank 2021  
Lunch  
Transfer to the Concert Hall at the Radisson in Andermatt  
Opening Session WTFL Innovation Festival 2021  
Innovation Dinner   
Transfers available for going back to the Chedi  
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1. Summary 
 

The Think Tank 2021 discussed the future for the travel & tourism 
industry. As there currently is no common vision or shared purpose, the 
main goal is to develop a long-term vision: a common framework for the 
industry and to speak with one voice – “Tourism as a force for good”. 

 
WHAT DO WE NEED AND WHY AREN’T WE THERE YET? 

We need better policy and a single, strong and independent voice. We 
need stronger lobbying and policy influence. Current institutions and 
associations are failing to deliver. 

We should come up with a new policy and feed the proposals into other 
institutions like the World Economic Forum or the World Travel & Tourism 
Council. But we do lack reliable, common metrics to measure ourselves 
and build our policy frameworks. What we need to do is identify some 
strong ambassadors for our cause who can speak on the behalf of the 
industry. 

 
THE IMAGE AND ATTRACTIVENESS OF THE INDUSTRY ARE A 
PROBLEM 

The travel & tourism industry doesn’t get the political attention and help it 
earns from its size and importance. Due to low wages and poor working 
conditions, it is very unattractive, especially for the upcoming generations. 
Hotel schools are full but most graduates escape to other industries. How 
can we keep them passionate enough about the industry to make them 
stay? 

We have a responsibility to educate the people we will need in the 
industry and stop the outflow of talent. There is a need to work with 
academic institutions at all levels where it is necessary to change or 
strengthen educational programs. 

 

INNOVATION IS A BIG TOPIC IN EVERY INDUSTRY - IS THE 
TRAVEL & TOURISM INDUSTRY UP TO DATE? 

Now we are in an “innovative coma”. With the rapidly growing 
development worldwide, we need to wake up and react. There is too much 
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short time thinking and we are slow to embrace technology and digital 
transformation. 

 

THE FUTURE TRAVELLER DEMOGRAPHICS & BEHAVIOURS GO INTO 
NEW AND VARIOUS DIRECTIONS 

Because of the pressures of climate change and a more and more 
conscious way of thinking there will potentially be more domestic tourism. 
People are looking for wellbeing and the local community. We need to 
integrate local initiatives more onto services and products. Another 
important topic is the rise of the “silver traveller” – there is a need for 
better integration of health and tourism. What is more is that we go from 
“Boomers” to “Zoomers”. The so called “digital natives” are not just 
looking for destinations but for experiences. 

 

THIS IS AN OPPORTUNITY FOR THE WORLD TOURISM FORUM 
LUCERNE, SO HOW DO WE GO FROM HERE? 

During the two-day Think Tank various important topics were addressed, 
discussed and developed. The output was very promising, needs to be 
taken into serious consideration and a plan needs to be created as soon as 
possible. 

The following are the topics, questions to be answered and solutions that 
serve to achieve our goal – a common vision and framework for the travel 
& tourism industry. 

 

DIVERSITY & SOCIAL EQUITY 

- We need a common framework for diversity and social equity.  
- To tackle the industry attractiveness, we need to hold on to hotel 

school graduates, devalued jobs need to be revalued, the “low wage” 
problematic needs to be … and career paths need to be clearer and 
more reachable.  

- We need to work on the culture of the industry and have a strong 
voice with good solutions. 
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HEALTH & WELLBEING 

- We need to capture learnings from the COVID pandemic to be better 
prepared for the future. 

- We need a common policy framework across the industry. This would 
enable stronger influence with governments for common standards 
and approaches 

- We need to translate health and wellbeing into the travel & hospitality 
in a better way 

- Health and medical care as an important travel sector (countries such 
as UAE promoting medical tourism via granting specific visas) 

- The new “work anywhere” culture requires access to good local 
healthcare 

- Silver traveller also need to feel secure with good local healthcare 
- Greater awareness of the role of mental health as part of overall 

wellbeing 
- Travellers are seeking experiences rather than just destinations 
- Role of migration and immigration on tourism and tourism jobs 

 
 

CLIMATE CHANGE & BIODIVERSITY 

- These issues are here to stay and are most important 
- Who should lead activity and initiatives? 
- Changes must be driven from the Top-CEOs 
- Investors are increasingly asking about sustainability – we need to act 
- Increasingly Environment, Social & Governance (ESG) considerations 

are key 
- Good examples of how ESG is a good business: example of Taj Hotels 

feeding front-line workers leading to increased market share 
- We need bigger aspiration at industry level 
- There are many “best practices” – good but small initiatives already 

underway 
- Promotion of eco-destinations are important 
- We also need to educate tourists on sustainable tourism – this is our 

responsibility 
- Travel will become more expensive – who will pay? 
- The reality is that we need to extract carbon – not just get too neutral 

or zero 
- Governments need to regulate to maintain a level playing field to 

protect those that make the first step: we need to act before 
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governments decide for us and we need better metrics and propose 
standards for governments to enforce 

 

THE NEXT STEPS – WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE? 

We need a common vision, purpose and policy framework as well as 
better metrics and research. We already have all the ingredients, but we 
need someone to bring all of them together. To proceed we will need 
resources to work with academia and others to create policy proposals ad 
guidelines in the form of position papers. These can be fed into 
governments and industry bodies (such as UNWTO, WTTC, WEF, etc.) and 
WTFL should explore partnerships with those and other organisations. The 
idea is to have an independent Swiss Foundation to promote and guide 
the work. Positive aspects of creating this Foundation would be the 
following: 

- Leveraging the “Swiss Brand”: neutrality, reliability, trust and quality 
- Tried and tested Foundation infrastructure in Switzerland 
- Neutral position and tax-deductible donations are a big plus for donors 

Through this body, WTFL could propose new approaches and collaboration 
models for each of the three topics and demonstrate how not only we can 
have a pool of best ideas but ones that can be scaled and implemented 
with ease as solutions. 

WTFL should prepare a paper and business plan for review by the Think 
Tank – the current timing is more than right. 
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2. Participants WTFL Think Tank 2021 in Andermatt 
 

Name Job title Company Country 
Adeeb Ahamed Managing Director  Twenty14 Holdings United Arab 

Emirates 
Martin Barth CEO World Tourism Forum 

Lucerne 
Switzerland 

Marcus Bernhardt CEO Deutsche Hospitality Germany 
David Bosshart Chairman 

Futurist 
A.& G. Duttweiler 
Foundation 

Switzerland 

Puneet Chhatwal CEO & Managing Director Indian Hotel Limited 
Company (IHCL) 

India 

Achilles Constantakopoulos CEO TEMES Greece 
Gabriella Crescini Senior Advisor Sustainability Swisscontact Switzerland 
Peter Fankhauser CEO 

Former CEO 
PETRAF 
Thomas Cook 

Germany 

Jean-Marc C. Häusler Country Medical Director Roche Pharma Switzerland 
Eric Jakob Head of the Promotion Activities 

Directorate 
SECO Switzerland 

Hassan Kadbi CEO Hapimag Switzerland 
Aradhana Khowala CEO & Founder 

Board Member 
Aptamind Partners 
WTFL 

United 
Kingdom 
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Name Job title Company Country 
Teo Ah King Chairman Desert Star Holding Singapore 
Raphael Krucker CEO Andermatt Swiss Alps Switzerland 
Svend Leirvaag Vice President Industry & 

Regulatory Affairs 
Amadeus IT Group SA Spain 

Laura Meyer CEO Hotelplan Switzerland 
Gudrun Sander Professor 

Diversity Expert 
University of St. Gallen Switzerland 

Paul Steele Founder 
Board member 

Steele & Associates 
World Tourism Forum 
Lucerne 

Switzerland 

Heiko Visarius Owner 
Moderator 

Visartis Healthcare Switzerland 

Reto Wittwer Chairman World Tourism Forum 
Lucerne 

Switzerland 
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3. Impressions 
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4. About World Tourism Forum Lucerne and Preview 
 

The World Tourism Forum Lucerne (WTFL) is the only tourism platform 
where international top-level decision makers from industry, government, 
academia and finance collaborate on future challenges together with 
tomorrow’s generation. 

Founded in 2008, the Forum has developed continuously and has built up 
a worldwide network of personal relationships. We cordially invite you to 
join this exceptional platform with a focus on an open-minded and future-
oriented exchange across industries and generations. 
It offers decision-makers in business, politics, science and finance an 
overview of current topics and trends in the global tourism industry. WTFL 
is also the only international platform, which enables leading decision 
makers to meet emerging Young Talents and Start-Ups in the industry. 
WTFL is supported by an international Advisory Board under the 
chairmanship of Reto Wittwer.  

The World Tourism Forum Lucerne has evolved from an organisation that 
convenes meetings to become a year-round network of leaders and leading 
thinkers tackling global problems in the tourism sector. It gets people acting 
constructively and fills a special role in bringing together the leaders of the 
emerging countries into dialogue with those who have walked the path 
before from the rest of the world.  

The Think Tank network is part of the WTFL’s goal to expand beyond a two-
day talkathon once a year and move into an active partnership that “walks 
the talk”. It is unique as a gathering bringing together political leadership, 
CEOs, financial experts, scholars as well as young industry movers & 
shakers to reflect on the big challenges facing the industry and to address 
them in out of the box “game-changing” ways to reshape the role of the 
sector. 

The next WTFL Think Tank will take place in November 2022 in Ras 
Al Khaimah, United Arab Emirates. 

 

Martin Barth 

President & CEO World Tourism Forum Lucerne 

 

Lucerne, December 2021 


